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Abstract

Model-based image segmentation is a popular approach for the segmenta-

tion of anatomical structures from medical images because it includes prior

knowledge about the shape and appearance of structures of interest. This

paper focuses on the formulation of a novel appearance prior that can cope

with large variability between subjects, for instance due to the presence of

pathologies. Instead of relying on Principal Component Analysis such as in

Statistical Appearance Models, our approach relies on a multimodal inten-

sity profile atlas from which a point may be assigned to several profile modes

consisting of a mean profile and its covariance matrix. These profile modes

are first estimated without any intra-subject registration through a boosted

EM classification based on spectral clustering. Then, they are projected

on a reference mesh whose role is to store the appearance information in a

common geometric representation. We show that this prior leads to better

performance than the classical monomodal Principal Component Analysis

approach while relying on fewer profile modes.

Keywords: appearance modeling, unsupervised clustering, model-based

image segmentation, medical imaging.
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1. Introduction

Extracting anatomical structures of interest (e.g. organs, bones and tis-

sues) from medical images is still an important topic in the medical imaging

community. This process, known as segmentation, may be performed in sev-

eral ways. Using a prior information about the shape, explicit model-based

image segmentation has been extensively used in the literature. A mesh is

deformed by means of both internal and external forces. Internal forces aim

at ensuring a smooth deformation of the mesh during segmentation while

external forces attract the mesh to image-based features. In the literature,

such features have been widely based on image boundaries (i.e. local fea-

tures) or image regions (i.e. global features). A review on appearance models

is available in [27].

For instance, statistical models of appearance such as Active Shape Mod-

els (ASM) are widely used [16]. Intensity profiles are trained and both mean

profile and principal modes of variation for each landmark are extracted

using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Gabor wavelets have been suc-

cessfully used in face recognition and tracking applications [18]. Other local

feature-based approaches worth mentioning are kNN-classifier and boosting

methods [29]. The most popular global feature-based approach are the Ac-

tive Appearance Models (AAM), where all intensities from the inner region

of the mesh are used to create a large feature vector. Like in Active Shape

Models, a PCA is built, though on textures this time, and both mean of tex-

tures and modes of variation are extracted. To overcome computational time

or memory issues that may arise due to the feature vector size, only parts

of the inner region may be used around specific landmarks, e.g. bounding
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Figure 1: Sampling of an intensity profile (blue squares) at the normal (red line) of the

same vertex (red circle) from a reference mesh (green delineation) registered to four liver

images {(a),(b),(c),(d)}. The reference mesh features N = 11760 vertices and has been

registered to the four liver images to ensure point correspondence.

boxes [17].

PCA-based appearance model (PCAP). To model the appearance around

structures of interest, typical PCA-based methods consist in computing the

Gaussian distribution (i.e. mean µi and covariance matrix Σi) of profiles

xi at each vertex pi of a reference mesh registered on all datasets, i.e.

point correspondence must be ensured (see an illustration in Figure 1).

As a similarity measure, Mahalanobis distance dM may be computed as

dM(y) =
√

(y − µi)
TΣ−1i (y − µi), where y is the current profile sampled

during local search. A regularization of the covariance matrix Σi is usu-

ally necessary to avoid any singularities due to its inversion [42]. A solution

consists in using an alternative approach proposed by Cootes [15], in which

the Mahalanobis distance dM is computed by relying on the eigenvectors

associated with the largest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix.

Given a PCA performed on N profiles xi, expressed by the principal
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matrix Φi, the m eigenvalues λil and the mean intensity profile µi, truncated

Mahalanobis distance dM ′ is defined as dM ′(y) =
∑m

l=1

√
(b2il/λil), where

bi = (bi1, . . . , bim)T is the model parameter vector of the best fit ŷ of y given

the PCA model bi = ΦT
i (ŷ − µi). Using PCA enables to reduce the number

of profile dimensions by working on a subspace that still retains most of the

variability observed with the profiles. In practice, only top eigenvectors from

an eigen decomposition performed on covariance matrix Σi are selected to

reduce its complexity. For that, a ratio on normalized eigenvalues R defined

in [0,1] is specified. Eigenvalues above this ratio R are kept, otherwise they

are discarded. In the literature, external forces based on intensity profiles are

usually computed using PCA with explicit deformable models [23, 43]. In

addition to the Mahalanobis distance, other similarity measures have been

proposed to perform the local search [36, 9, 38, 40, 39].

There are two main drawbacks with appearance models based on PCA,

such as AAM and ASM. First, they require an accurate point-wise regis-

tration as the statistical analysis of appearance is performed at each point.

Defining homologous points for 3D structures is difficult and therefore reg-

istering those points accurately is still considered challenging [27]. To cope

with this difficulty, several authors have proposed to combine PCA shape

priors with appearance force that do not rely on a training set. For instance,

de Bruijne et al. [8] use information for adjacent slices to segment CTA

images, while van Assen et al. [2] use fuzzy inference for feature detection.

Second, they are monomodal, i.e. they rely on the hypothesis that the

probability density function is well described by one single Gaussian distri-

bution. In practice, this means that, during local search, the current profile
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is compared with only one prior profile. This hypothesis is often violated

because shape is not necessarily fully correlated with appearance (see an il-

lustration in Figure 2). Indeed, when comparing two liver images, points that

can be matched based on shape similarity may not match based on intensity

profile similarity, and conversely. The lack of correspondence between shape

and appearance may also be amplified by the presence of pathological struc-

tures (e.g. liver tumors). For example, in the presence of a tumor signal at

the border of the structure of interest, classical approaches assuming a single

intensity profile distribution per landmark would lead to either Gaussian dis-

tribution priors with biased mean and increased variance (if such information

is present in the training stage) or false border detection (if present in the

segmentation stage). Instead of having one mode with large covariance, it is

preferable for image segmentation or image detection to have several modes

with lower covariance, in an attempt to reduce the number of outlier profiles

but also to limit overfitting.

Multimodal Prior Appearance Model (MPAM). To overcome those limita-

tions, we propose to estimate the intensity profile classes for each mesh and

not for each point (i.e. without the need for any registration). Registration

between subjects is only used to estimate the posterior probabilities on a

reference mesh. This profile classification leads to the creation of multimodal

priors, which may be then used during local search to compare the current

profile with several prior profiles.

To do so, we proposed an alternative to PCA-based appearance models

that is based on a multimodal prior [11]. This appearance prior, denoted as

Multimodal Prior Appearance Model (MPAM), is built upon an EM clustering
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Figure 2: Two examples illustrating that shape is not necessarily correlated with appear-

ance: {(a),(b)} at rib level, and {(c),(d)} at lung level. In each example, a corresponding

vertex (blue point) is displayed to compare the neighboring appearance. From {(a),(b)},

note how the rib close to the corresponding vertex in liver (a) is shifted in liver (b). From

{(c),(d)}, note how the lungs close to the corresponding vertex in liver (c) are shifted in

liver (d). The same reference mesh featuring N = 11760 vertices has been registered to

the four liver images {(a),(b),(c),(d)} to ensure point correspondence.

of intensity profiles with model order selection to automatically select the

number of profile classes, or modes. With the MPAM, each point may be

associated with several profile modes and each profile mode is estimated on

each subject and not across subjects. All mesh instances are then projected

on a common reference framework.

We qualify this clustering as regional because it aims at finding clusters

representing the appearance of a region, or a zone of a structure. Note that

the term regional does not refer to the inner region enclosed by the structure

of interest, as it is the case with AAM. In this paper, this regional approach is

compared with the classical ASM approaches that rely on intensity profiles

at landmarks, and which may therefore be considered as local appearance

methods.

However, this proposed method [11] only concentrated on the presenta-
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tion and the creation of the MPAM as a novel appearance prior, not on its

optimization for a segmentation procedure. This is why we propose in this

paper to classify the profiles using spectral clustering, whose aim is to reduce

the high dimensional space featured by the profiles. This dimensionality re-

duction resolves common issues from the EM algorithm and has proven in

our experiments to be robust with the change of mesh resolution (i.e. the

number of profiles). In a second step, the profile classification is optimized in

an iterative way using a boosting procedure. The objective is to make sure

that the MPAM is suitable for segmentation purposes.

As the title of this article indicates, the overall objective of this article

is to focus on the description of our novel appearance model optimized for

segmentation purposes, then to illustrate the performance of the generated

external forces using a public database. Therefore, when comparing the

performance of our MPAM with PCAP, focus will be kept on these external

forces while internal forces will be generated from a very basic shape prior.

2. Clustering of intensity profiles

2.1. Overview

In Figure 3, we overview the consecutive steps our method requires to

build the MPAM. The input is a set of P meshes Mp corresponding to the

segmentation of the same structure whose appearance needs to be captured

in different images. The meshes may have different number of vertices, or

even different topologies. Unlike PCA-based approaches, our method does

not require accurate pointwise correspondences. At each vertex pi of Mp, d

regularly sampled intensities are extracted to build a d-dimensional intensity
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profile along the normal direction, noted xpi , that may extend inward, out-

ward or in both sides. This part may be seen as the first step of the training,

where the method is capturing raw appearance information throughout the

datasets.

Then, we propose to automatically cluster intensity profiles from each

mesh using spectral clustering, as we do not want to make any assumption

about the profile classification. The number of classes (i.e. the number of

appearance regions), a hyperparameter, is selected in an automatic fashion

through an heuristic. To efficiently use the clustering of intensity profiles

associated with the MPAM as an appearance prior for segmentation purposes,

we propose the boosted clustering. The objective is to perform a clustering

under a localization constraint, in the idea that a profile mode should be able

to describe in a discriminative way the boundary between the inside and the

outside of the structure. To build a MPAM out of P datasets, all P meshes

are registered to the same reference mesh M?. The objective is to project

the classifications from P meshes into a reference mesh and to estimate the

posterior probabilities associated with the MPAM. Each vertex pi of M? is

given a probability to belong to several intensity profile classes.
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Figure 3: Pipeline for Multimodal Prior Appearance Model (MPAM) construction.
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2.2. Intensity profiles

Intensity profiles were among the first image tools used to describe ap-

pearance for segmentation purposes. Sampled along the normal direction at

each vertex, they can extend inward, outward or both sides, depending on

the application. In computer vision, profiles act as feature vectors that could

be replaced by any other local or global features such as isophote curvature,

texture descriptors, oriented filters, . . .

Cootes used intensity profiles to build Statistical Appearance Models [16,

14]. Intensity profiles are sampled in training images and both mean profile

and its principal modes of variation are extracted for each landmark. During

segmentation, the profile model associated with each landmark is compared

with current intensity profiles sampled at a certain search window around

the current landmark. This comparison is done using similarity measures

like the Mahalanobis distance or the correlation coefficient. In their basic

form, profiles are made of plain pixel/voxel intensity values sampled directly

from the image. However, the gradient of those profiles may be used too, as

well as the normalized version of both profiles.

For instance, intensity and gradient profiles were used to optimize image

forces of deformable models [23]. The idea was to better discriminate organ

contours in images by comparing intensity profiles, using two generic models

and checking the similarity variation with the normalized cross-correlation.

Normalized gradient profiles proved to be the best choice for face recognition

[15]. For bone segmentation in radiographs, normalized intensity profiles

gave the best results [4]. Combining these different types of profile into a

larger feature vector has also been implemented [7]. A thorough study on
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intensity profiles for 3D medical image segmentation can be found in [27].

2.3. Spectral clustering

Spectral clustering is used in computer vision, machine learning, pattern

recognition and VLSI design [31, 32, 37, 1]. The idea is to perform clustering

on a lower dimensional space built from the spectral analysis of similarity ma-

trices. More precisely, it aims at creating a low dimensional space where the

Euclidean distance between features roughly matches their geodesic distance

when features lie on sub-manifolds rather than hyperplanes. Experiments

in the literature have shown that such manifold learning approach has the

advantage to reinforce the Gaussian hypothesis on input data points [31, 37]

(see Figure 4). Another advantage is to ease the initialization issue, since

data points are meant to be better represented with the similarity graph.

Last but not least, curse of dimensionality is reduced. Indeed, data dimen-

sion is not related to profile length anymore, but rather to spectral data

featuring a reduced number of dimensions.

The consecutive steps for spectral clustering are depicted in Figure 5.

First, a similarity function needs to be defined between intensity profiles.

This similarity function ensures the creation of a spectral graph, whose nodes

represent the data points (i.e. intensity profiles). Two nodes are connected if

corresponding data points are similar, i.e. if their similarity value is positive

or larger than a threshold, and the connecting edge is weighted with the

value returned by the similarity function. Spectral clustering consists in

finding partitions of the graph such that edges between cluster of vertices

have low weights (i.e. data points in different cluster are dissimilar from

each other) and edges within a cluster have high weights (i.e. data points
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: An example of spectral clustering applied on a set of 2D data points: represen-

tation of the dataset (a) before and (b) after spectral clustering (Source: [37]).

within the same cluster are similar from each other). Then, top eigenvectors

are extracted from the affinity matrix associated with the spectral graph.

The number of top eigenvectors may be computed in an automatic fashion

with a model order selection based on a heuristic. These top eigenvectors are

the new representation of data points, i.e. spectral data, which are classified

with EM clustering.

Similarity
function

Intensity
profiles

Similarity
graph

Extraction of
top eigenvectors

Model order
selection

Spectral
data

EM
clustering

EM
parameters

Spectral clustering

Figure 5: Pipeline for spectral clustering.
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2.3.1. Similarity function

First step in spectral clustering consists in choosing the similarity func-

tion to determine how close two feature vectors are (i.e. how similar two

data points are). In general, this function depends on the domain the data

comes from [13, 3, 6, 31]. In the common case where feature vectors be-

long to the Euclidean space Rd, the Gaussian kernel function is to be used.

This is also our case because we want data points to be represented by

a Gaussian Mixture Model. The Gaussian kernel function is defined as

S(xi,xj) = exp(
−‖xi−xj‖2

(2σ2)
), where σ controls the scale of the neighborhoods.

Parameter σ plays an important role in the graph construction, and thus

on the spectral clustering. As there is no theory on how to determine σ,

empirical experiments need to be done to optimize its value [34, 37, 21, 31].

With intensity profiles, we decide to compute σ as the intensity standard

deviation (STD) of the tissue that best represents the structure of interest,

multiplied by the number of dimensions. For instance, we choose parenchyma

as the tissue that features at best the liver and estimate the standard devi-

ation of its intensity in CT images at STD = 60. For a profile of length 16,

this means we have σ = 16×60 = 960. Tests have shown that this value gives

satisfactory results. In addition, we added a neighboring weight ωnei specific

to simplex meshes to spatially regularize the clustering. The objective is to

account for the connectivity between profiles by giving a higher similarity to

neighboring profiles. Should j be among the three neighbors of i, we decrease

their pairwise distance by ωnei such that S(xi,xj)
′ = ωnei S(xi,xj), where

ωnei ∈ [0, 1]. Tests showed that SVD computation features convergence is-

sues for ωnei < 0.8. However, ωnei = 0.8 gives good results, leading to an
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Spectral clustering of liver profiles spanning both sides with respect to neigh-

boring weight ωnei: (a) ωnei = 1.0 (no spatial regularization) and (b) ωnei = 0.8. See how

the thoracic cage appearance becomes spatially smoother.

increased local neighborhood (see an illustration in Figure 6).

2.3.2. Similarity graph

After choosing the appropriate similarity function, the next step consists

in transforming data points into vertices of a similarity graph. In the litera-

ture, several types of graph have been proposed [31]: fully connected graph

(all vertices are connected with each other), ε-neighborhood graph (two ver-

tices are connected only if their pairwise distance is smaller than a threshold

ε) and k-nearest neighbor graph (two vertices are connected only if one vertex

is among the k-nearest neighbor of the other).

We tested the three methods for the clustering of intensity profiles. De-

pending on mesh resolution, fully connected graph requires lots of memory.

We thus tested the ε-neighborhood graph, with varying values of ε to over-

come this problem. However, this implementation is not stable enough be-

cause some profiles are dissimilar to many others. Depending on the value

of ε, some vertices have many neighbors while others have few of them (i.e.
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corresponding rows of the affinity matrix are almost full or empty). As a con-

sequence, SVD computation is sometimes not able to find a solution. This is

why we use a k-nearest neighbor graph, so that each vertex, and thus each

row, has exactly the same number of neighbors. Empirical tests on liver and

bone profiles showed that k = 14% × N gives the optimal results. Below

this value, SVD computation does not converge (i.e. there is not enough in-

formation to compute eigenvectors). Conversely, increasing k does not seem

to bring more information in SVD computation (i.e. eigenvectors are not

significantly changed).

Finally, affinity matrix A, which is computed from the similarity graph to

extract eigenvectors, is defined as Aij = S(xi,xj), where i 6= j, A ∈ RN×N ,

i ∈ k-nearest neighbors of j (and vice versa), and Aii = 0.

2.3.3. Top eigenvectors extraction

To compute top eigenvectors, Laplacian matrix L needs first to be com-

puted. Laplacian matrices are the main concept of spectral clustering and

lots of research has been conducted to study those matrices [35, 45, 37, 12].

To cluster intensity profiles, we decide to use the normalized Laplacian

matrix Lsym because the associated spectral clustering algorithm [37] fea-

tures an additional normalization step (i.e. by creating matrix Y ) that

is suitable for our proposed initialization of the EM algorithm using Gray

code (see section 2.3.5). The normalized Laplacian matrix is defined as

Lsym = D
−1
2 AD

−1
2 [37], where D is a diagonal matrix whose (i, i)-element is

the sum of i-th row of A.

Next step consists in finding theK top eigenvectors of Laplacian matrix L.

As there are as many eigenvectors as rows in L, computation requirement to
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extract eigenvectors may be considerable when using fully connected graphs,

especially for high resolution meshes. This is why ε-neighborhood and k-

nearest neighbor are usually preferred, since they lead to sparse matrices that

have the advantage to reduce the computation resources. Another point is

that computing all eigenvectors is not necessary. Only top eigenvectors are

needed for spectral clustering. The most popular methods to extract top

eigenvectors from sparse matrices are the Krylov methods [25].

2.3.4. Model order selection

Instead of performing a model order selection on original data points,

spectral clustering is aimed at using top eigenvectors for this operation. As

previously explained, the advantage is that spectral data points feature a

much stronger Gaussian distribution [31, 37]. An interesting property that is

particularly suited for spectral clustering, and which is known as the eigen-

gap heuristic, consists in combining a model order selection with the number

of eigenvectors K. The objective is to select K as the number of eigenvalues

λ1, . . . , λk so that there is a significant gap δ between λk and λk+1. This

heuristic has been justified in both perturbation and spectral graph theo-

ries [35, 12].

Advantage of such an heuristic is its invariance to eigenvalues, since the

selection is not based on the eigenvalue per se, but rather on an eigenvalue

difference. This feature is particularly interesting in our case because the

number of intensity profiles may greatly vary depending on the mesh reso-

lution. Our experiments showed that such a difference may have an impact

on eigenvalues. They also showed that a gap δ = 0.15 gives good results in

selecting the number of modes for liver profiles (see a plot of eigenvalues in
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Figure 7: Plot of eigenvalues from 20 top eigenvectors, which are extracted from the profiles

of 2 livers {(a),(b)} using the same reference mesh in four resolutions: N = 3856 (blue

solid line), N = 7586 (red dashed line), N = 11760 (green dotted line), and N = 35280

(cyan dash-dot line). Note how eigenvalues feature the same steep decreases in the four

resolutions (between the 4th and 5th top eigenvector).

Figure 7).

2.3.5. Clustering of spectral data

At this stage, we have found the K top eigenvectors of Laplacian matrix

L. These K top eigenvectors have been stacked in columns to form matrix X.

Since we are using the normalized Laplacian matrix Lsym (see section 2.3.3),

the last transformation consists in normalizing matrix X. For that, matrix

Y is formed by normalizing each row of matrix X to have unit length [37]:

Yij = Xij/
√∑N

j=1X
2
ij. Matrix Y contains thus the new data points that are

to be clustered. In the literature, this clustering is usually performed using

K-Means [37]. In our case, we chose the EM algorithm as it is the most

suited method to represent GMM. A specific care needs to be taken when

initializing EM algorithm with spectral data points. Indeed, some eigenvalues
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are likely to be similar. This is particularly the case with intensity profiles.

Our experiments showed that corresponding eigenvectors are likely to lead to

similar mode centers trapped in the same local minimum (see an illustration

in Figure 8).

Since spectral data points are normalized when using Laplacian matrix

Lsym (i.e. Xij ∈ {0, 1}), we decide to initialize mode centers using the Gray

code [41]. Gray code is a binary numerical system in which two successive

values differ in only one bit. Doing so, we prevent mode centers from ending

up in similar minima, since they are initialized orthogonal one from each

other (i.e. unlike a classical random initialization where two mode centers

may be close to each other). Caution needs to be taken though, as we have to

ensure there are enough Gray codes for the number of mode centers K (i.e.

K < 2d, where d is the number of dimensions featured by the mode centers,

which corresponds to the number of top eigenvectors in spectral clustering).

At the end of EM clustering, EM parameters from spectral clustering,

which are referred to as π̂pk, µ̂p
k and Σ̂p

k, may not be directly used with

original data points because these parameters are computed in the spec-

tral space (i.e. they do not have the same number of dimensions). How-

ever, posterior probabilities pγ̂ki do not have this dimensional issue and may

thus be used to recompute {πpk,µ
p
k,Σ

p
k} in one M-step on original data

points xi. Mixing coefficients are computed as πpk =
∑N

i=1
pγ̂ki /N , means as

µp
k =

∑N
i=1

pγ̂ki xi/
∑N

i=1
pγ̂ki and covariance matrices as Σp

k =
∑N

i=1
pγ̂ki (xi −

µp
k)(xi − µp

k)
T/
∑N

i=1
pγ̂ki .
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Spectral clustering of liver profiles spanning both sides and whose mode centers

(K = 9 modes) are initialized: (a) using a random EM initialization, and (b) using Gray

code. Note how the two main modes on the left (in green and light pink), whose centers

are similar and trapped in the same local minimum, are separated on the right (main

mode is in purple now) thanks to the Gray code initialization.

3. Regional appearance modeling

3.1. Overview

To efficiently use the clustering of intensity profiles as an appearance prior

for segmentation, the clustering (set of centers and covariance matrices for

each mode) must be suited for image segmentation. This is why we propose

to perform a boosted clustering under a localization constraint, so that each

profile mode describes in a discriminative way the boundary between the

inside and the outside of the structure.

The boosted clustering relies on a classifier of intensity profiles. The ob-

jective is to tune an EM classification of profiles including a condition on

offset αi (see Figure 9), which states whether a profile is well localized by

its associated modes. The condition on offset αi is based on the hypothesis
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: In boosted clustering, the search for the optimal offset αi along the normal (red

line) at a given vertex (red circle) consists in shifting a profile (blue squares) inward and

outward (blue arrows) mesh surface (green line): (a) 2D slice of the CT image from which

profiles are sampled, and (b) 2D plot of the corresponding intensities (αi
i and αo

i depict

the optimal inward and outward offsets, respectively).

that at least one of the modes to which the profile belongs to must be able to

localize the boundary along that profile. The objective is to encourage the

creation of multiple modes with low variance, instead of modes with large

covariance. The idea is to provide more discriminant modes to the MPAM

during local search, i.e. when searching for the structure boundary dur-

ing segmentation. Note, however, that with boosted clustering, the spatial

smoothness of intensity profile clusters is no longer enforced.

First, we present the localization criterion on which the boosted clustering

relies. Then, we describe three versions of the algorithm with increasing

clustering results. Finally, we conclude with a discussion on the proposed

algorithm.
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3.2. Localization criterion

The objective of this localization criterion is to test if a given profile mode

Mk (i.e. mean µk and covariance matrix Σk) is able to unambiguously de-

termine the boundary at a given vertex. More precisely, the offset which

maximizes a similarity criterion (or minimizes a distance) between the cur-

rent profile and the associated profile mode is computed and must be small

enough.

First step consists in choosing an intensity similarity measure. As previ-

ously mentioned in the introduction, several measures have been proposed in

the literature [36, 9, 38, 40, 39]. In our case, we decide to use Mahalanobis

distance, sum of absolute differences and linear criterion. The linear crite-

rion [36] is simply defined as the square correlation coefficient making the

hypothesis of a linear relationship between intensity of two profiles.

The objective is to compute the offset αi that maximizes a similarity value

(i.e. linear criterion) or minimizes a distance (i.e. sum of absolute differences

and Mahalanobis distance). In practice, the profile is regularly sampled along

the normal (e.g. every millimeter) and profile offsets are obtained by shifting

the profile inward and outward (see an illustration in Figure 9).

Let x(pi,ni) be the intensity profile at vertex pi along normal ni, αi be

the offset of that profile along the normal as x(pi + αini,ni), and µk and

Σk be, respectively, the mean and covariance matrix of profile mode Mk the

profile x(pi,ni) belongs to.

Offset {αi}line needs to maximize the linear criterion:
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{αi}line = arg max
αi,k

(
(x(pi + αini,ni) · µk)

2

(x(pi + αini,ni)2) · (µ2
k)

)
(1)

Both offsets {αi}diff and {αi}maha need to minimize the sum of absolute

differences and the Mahalanobis distance, respectively:

{αi}diff = arg min
αi,k

(|x(pi + αini,ni)− µk|) (2)

{αi}maha = arg min
αi,k

(
(x(pi + αini,ni)− µk)

TΣ−1k (x(pi + αini,ni)− µk)
)

(3)

A small αi means there exists one mode that can well localize the bound-

ary at that point. Otherwise, it means either that the current profile has

no suitable feature to localize the structure boundary, or that profile mode

Mk (i.e. mean µk and covariance matrix Σk) is not suitable to represent

it. Should αi be greater than a defined threshold (e.g. 2mm), current point

is considered as not being well represented by the current classification (i.e.

considered as an outlier). Using offset αi as a weak classifier, we thus enforce

the classification associated with the MPAM to produce profile modes that

are suitable for image segmentation.

3.3. Boosted clustering

3.3.1. Single pass boosted clustering

As depicted in Figure 10, this first version of the boosted clustering con-

sists in applying a weak classifier on the intensity profiles after spectral clus-

tering. This weak classifier is based on offset αi. Profiles whose offset αi is
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greater than the threshold are rejected. The other profiles are kept. However,

EM parameters µ and Σ must be updated to retrieve the influence of the

rejected profiles on the classification. With these updated EM parameters,

the weak classifier must be launched again to check whether kept profiles are

still featuring an offset αi lesser or equal to the threshold. If so, profiles are

kept; otherwise, they are rejected. This procedure is iterated until a steady

state is reached, i.e. when the number of rejected profiles becomes negligible

(see Figure 10, blue arrows).

However, our experiments showed that the boosted clustering only keeps

between 30% and 60% of the total number of profiles, which is clearly not

enough for a further segmentation procedure. This is explained by the im-

portant number of profiles that are rejected, not only because their associ-

ated classification is not discriminant enough with respect to offset αi at the

first iteration, but also because their updated classification does not improve

during the iterative procedure. In next section, we propose to iteratively re-

estimate rejected profiles as new GMM in an attempt to increase the number

of kept profiles.

3.3.2. Cascading boosted clustering

In this new version of the boosted clustering, depicted in Figure 11, the

profiles that have been rejected are now considered as input to another itera-

tion of the algorithm. At each iteration, rejected profiles are represented by a

new GMM (i.e. new µ and Σ). By cascading the weak classifier, the number

of profiles that are classified while satisfying offset αi is constantly increas-

ing after each iteration (see Figure 11, red arrows). In theory, the boosted

clustering should stop when offset αi is met by all profiles. In practice, the
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Figure 10: Pipeline for single pass boosted clustering.

algorithm stops when a steady state is reached, i.e. when the additional

number of kept profiles is below a defined threshold. Each iteration of the

weak classifier increases the number of profile modes that are found to be

adequate to represent the appearance of the structure in the image.

Our experiments showed that cascading boosted clustering keeps around

50% to 70% of the total number of profiles. Although those results are better

than spectral clustering algorithm described in previous section, they are still

unsatisfactory and could be improved. This unsatisfactory result is likely to

be due to the spectral clustering performance on a number of profiles that

may decrease dramatically after each iteration. Also, there is no guarantee

that the eigengap heuristic used for model order selection performs the same

way with this decreased number of profiles. As a solution, we propose in

the next section to change the model order selection based on the eigengap

heuristic by a hierarchical approach.
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3.3.3. Cascading boosted clustering with hierarchical approach

In Figure 12, we depict the cascading boosted clustering with hierarchi-

cal approach. Though the initialization is still performed using the eigengap

heuristic, the model order selection performed at each iteration of the cascad-

ing boosted clustering is now replaced by a hierarchical approach [5]. Instead

of systematically saving a new GMM after each iteration (see Figure 11, red

arrows), the consistency of the GMM is now tested. To do so, the ratio of

kept profiles (i.e. number of kept profiles with respect to the total number

of profiles N) is computed.

If this ratio is higher than a threshold ρ (e.g. 3 % of the total number

of profiles N), the GMM is saved (i.e. considered as consistent) and a new

iteration of the cascading boosted clustering is launched (see Figure 12, red

arrows). A low threshold ρ enables the creation of GMM composed of modes

with a small number of profiles, which may be useful to capture the appear-

ance of very small or very specific regions around the structure. Otherwise,

kept profiles are rejected and model order selection based on the hierarchical
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approach is launched (see Figure 12, green arrows). The objective is to clas-

sify rejected profiles using spectral clustering, but with a minimum number

of modes Kmin this time. At the next iteration, if kept profiles still do not

reach threshold ρ, they are discarded again and re-classified using Kmin+1

modes. This procedure is performed in an iterative way until Kmax modes

are reached.

The number of modes is increased at each iteration so that the GMM

receives more and more degrees of freedom to represent the data points (i.e.

kept profiles). This is an important principle of unsupervised clustering: the

more clusters, the better data are represented, but at a cost of a more complex

model, which usually leads to overfitting. An appropriate Kmax must thus

be carefully chosen to avoid this undesirable effect. The cascading boosted

clustering with hierarchical approach may end in two different ways. Either

Kmax+1 modes have been reached at the end of the model order selection

based on the hierarchical approach (i.e. meaning that Kmax+1 modes are

not enough to ensure the classification of at least ρ% of kept profiles), or a

steady state is reached (i.e. the additional number of kept profiles is below

a defined threshold, similarly to cascaded boosted clustering). Cascading

boosted clustering with hierarchical approach leads in average to 75% to 99%

of kept profiles, which we consider as a satisfying number of kept profiles for

a further segmentation procedure.

3.3.4. Discussion

The advantage of using a hierarchical approach is to test the GMM con-

sistency at each iteration. Should one GMM not be consistent (i.e. when

number of associated kept profiles is below threshold ρ), the classification is
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Figure 12: Pipeline for cascading boosted clustering with hierarchical approach.

optimized by increasing the number of modes Kite (i.e. by giving the GMM

more degrees of freedom to represent kept profiles). Our experiments showed

that a ρ = 3% gives satisfactory results. Another advantage of this hierar-

chical approach is to enforce a minimum mode size using threshold ρ, which

prevents the creation of tiny modes. The profiles that are not classified by

the cascading boosting clustering correspond to small regions with a specific

appearance but without enough profiles to robustly estimate a mean and

covariance matrix. Those profiles could also be associated with regions with

no salient features to describe the boundaries. At the end of the cascading

boosted clustering on mesh Mp, we obtain Kp modes Mp
k and a set of pos-

terior probabilities pγki indicating the probability that a vertex pi belongs to

mode Mp
k .

4. Appearance model construction

To build the MPAM, a reference mesh M? is required to store the ap-

pearance information. The objective is to provide a geometric embedding
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 13: Boosted clustering applied on profiles sampled both sides of a liver mesh. The

algorithm needed 5 global iterations to converge. First, (a) spectral clustering is applied

as initialization step. Note that thoracic cage is represented by only one mode. After

first global iteration, (b) only 58% of profiles are considered as well classified by the offset

αi. See how profiles representing the thoracic cage have been discarded (discarded profiles

are highlighted by white vertices). Then, the cascading boosted clustering optimizes the

classification to reach (c) 67%, (d) 77%, (e) 85%, and (f) 92% of well classified profiles.

Note that thoracic cage is now represented by multiple modes.
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for the independent modes, in which the P EM classifications need to be

registered. More precisely, posterior probabilities pγki from the P datasets

should be projected into this common reference framework. Because all pro-

file modes are computed independently to any registration, and because the

MPAM is multimodal (i.e. less dependent to the point correspondence), our

approach is not as sensitive to registration errors as the classical PCA-based

methods [27]. However, there is still a need to build a mapping between the

reference mesh M? and each mesh instance Mp.

Reference mesh M? construction. To build reference mesh M?, a mesh-to-

mesh registration is performed. The method consists in first randomly initial-

izing the reference mesh as one of P meshes. As a first rigid transformation,

we use a robust point set registration using Gaussian mixture models to

perform a rigid registration without point correspondence [28]. Then, we

register the current reference mesh on all meshes before finally recomputing

the reference mesh as the mean of the deformed instances (see an illustra-

tion in Figure 14, left). This process is iterated several times until the mesh

reaches a steady state, i.e. typically 3 iterations in our case (see an example

in Figure 14, right).

Registration betweenM? andMp. After defining a reference meshM?, a reg-

istration between the reference mesh M? and the P instance meshes needs

to be performed. This registration may be done in both ways: deforming

each instance towards the reference mesh (see an illustration in Figure 15,

left), or deforming the reference mesh towards each mesh (see an illustra-

tion in Figure 15, right). In both cases, we propose to use a mesh-to-mesh

registration based on currents [24, 46], which have been successfully used on
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(a) (b)

Figure 14: Creation of the reference mesh M? from 16 liver meshes using a mesh-to-

mesh registration based on currents: (a) registration of all instance meshes towards the

current reference mesh, and (b) creation of the final reference mesh M? as the mean of

all registered instance meshes.

brain [20] and heart [33] meshes. This approach has the advantage to be

non-parametric, since shapes are represented by currents. The mesh defor-

mation during registration is smooth and a coarse-to-fine framework may be

used by changing the width of the Gaussian kernel used to represent both

currents and diffeomorphisms. The former parameter is a fit parameter that

attractsMp toM? while the latter is a rigidity parameter that tries to keep

Mp as smooth as possible.

Transfer of appearance information. Last step consists in an interpolation

method required to transfer appearance information from Mp to M? (i.e.

the clustering associated with Mp needs to be projected into M?). For this

purpose, we search for each vertex pi of the reference mesh its closest points

Cl(pi) on meshMp, and also consider its neighbors. We then assign in pi the
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(a) (b)

Figure 15: The registration between the reference mesh M? and 8 instance meshes

{M1, . . . ,M8} may be done in both ways: (a) deforming each instance mesh towards

the reference mesh, or (b) deforming the reference mesh towards each instance mesh.

modes of Cl(pi) and its neighbors and interpolate the posterior probabilities,

the interpolation being inversely proportional to the distance. This interpo-

lation not only compensates any misregistration that may have occurred but

also smooths the clustering projection. To ensure that the clustering infor-

mation from all P meshes Mp is captured by reference mesh M?, the latter

should be finer in terms of resolution (i.e. number of vertices) than the finest

meshMp. This way, there is always at least one vertex fromM? to capture

the associated clustering information from Mp vertices (see an illustration

in Figure 16). Finally, for each vertex pi of M?, we compute the posterior

probability γ̃mi by summing and normalizing the posterior probabilities as-

sociated to each mode such that γ̃mi =
∑P

p=1
pγ

η(p,m)
i /

∑K
m=1

∑P
p=1

pγ
η(p,m)
i ,

where P is the number of meshesMp, K is the number of modes associated
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(a) (b)

Figure 16: Transfer of appearance information from (a) instance mesh Mp (N = 4530

vertices) to (b) reference mesh M? (N = 11760 vertices) using a closest point approach.

Note how similar is the clustering despite the change of mesh resolution.

with M? and η(p,m) is the equivalence table described in previous section.

In practice, this approach leads to sparse posterior probabilities where only a

few modes have non-zero posterior probabilities (i.e. non-negligible values).

By filtering negligible posterior probabilities, we reduce the number of modes

associated to each vertex during the local search performed by the regional

external forces, which greatly improves the computational time.

4.1. Regional external forces based on the MPAM

External forces attract the mesh to image-based features in order to fit a

desired region of interest. Those forces, which are expressed as a displacement

field, compute the displacement of each vertex using information coming

from the MPAM. For intensity profiles, a local search is performed (see an

illustration in Figure 9). The new vertex position p(xi)
′, or target position,

is computed as p(xi)
′ = p(xi) + (αi ni), where ni is the normal at vertex

p(xi) and αi is the offset distance from p(xi) and along ni for which the
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profile maximizes its similarity measure with one of the modes Mk profile xi

belongs to.

In this paper, we propose regional external forces based on the MPAM.

Though only one offset per vertex is considered, the comparison is done with

multiple modes during local search. Indeed, since the MPAM is multimodal,

more than one mode may be assigned to xi. More precisely, every current

profile sampled during local search is compared with every mode Mk, hence

the multimodality of the MPAM. In practice, only modes whose posterior

probability is higher than a threshold (e.g. 10−3) are considered. This may

be done because EM classification leads to unfuzzy posterior probabilities

whose values are either very high or very low (i.e. quite below 10−3).

To compare profile xi with multiple modes, we used the three similarity

measures presented in section 3.2. For the Mahalanobis distance, only the

diagonal term σk of covariance matrix Σk may be considered. This has the

advantage to reduce computational time, which may be considerable since

the comparison is multimodal. Finally, regional external force Rfext(p(xi))

drives the vertex p(xi) in the direction of the target position p(xi)
′ such that

Rfext(p(xi)) = β(p(xi)
′−p(xi)), where β is the global weight controlling the

strength of the external forces.
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5. Results

5.1. Data

To compute significant statistical results, we use a database of 35 liver

meshes, coming from both 3Dircadb11 and SLIVER072 databases. 3Dircadb1

is a database of 20 liver meshes provided by IRCAD, the French Research

Institute against Digestive Cancer3. SLIVER07 is a database of 20 segmented

liver images provided by the Workshop on 3D Segmentation in the Clinic that

was held in conjunction with MICCAI 2007 conference4. 3Dircadb1 contains

meshes with different number of vertices (i.e. no point correspondence).

SLIVER07 contains binary images as segmentation and the Marching Cubes

algorithm [30] has thus been used to generate meshes from these binary

images. Since mesh generation from Marching Cubes algorithm depends on

mesh volume and shape, generated meshes from SLIVER07 database also

feature different number of vertices.

To have a meaningful comparison between datasets, a reference meshM?

(N = 7586 vertices) is created using the method presented in section 4. More

precisely, one liver mesh from 3Dircadb1 is randomly selected as the reference

mesh M? and registered to 16 other liver meshes from 3Dircadb1 using the

mesh-to-mesh registration based on currents [24, 46]. Then, an average mesh

is computed from the 16 registered meshes (using the average position at

each vertex) and constitutes the new version of the reference meshM?. The

1http://www.ircad.fr/softwares/3Dircadb/3Dircadb1
2http://sliver07.isi.uu.nl
3http://www.ircad.fr
4http://www.miccai2007.org
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 17: Four resolutions of reference mesh M?: (a) M?
3 (N = 3856 vertices), (b) M?

2

(N = 7586 vertices), (c) M?
1 (N = 11760 vertices), and (d) M?

0 (N = 35280 vertices).

whole registration procedure is performed twice to reach a steady state (i.e.

a reference meshM? that is stable between two iterations). Finally, reference

meshM? is registered to the 35 liver meshes of our database using the mesh-

to-mesh registration based on currents. Those registrations serve as ground

truth for our experiments and are denoted as ground truth liver meshes in

the remainder of this section.

5.2. Clustering of intensity profiles

The boosted clustering of intensity profiles based on spectral clustering

is expected to achieve two main goals. First, a reasonable percentage of kept

profiles for every dataset should be reached to get a good representation of

all appearance regions around the structure. Second, the clustering should

behave similarly for different mesh resolutions in terms of percentage of kept

profiles and number of modes.

We have launched the boosted clustering with four resolutions of reference

mesh from 3856 to 35280 vertices as shown in Figure 17. In Table 1, the

average percentage of kept profiles per dataset (%) and the average number of

modes per dataset after boosted clustering (K), i.e. K = (
∑P

p=1Kp)/P has
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M?
3 M?

2 M?
1 M?

0

% K % K % K % K

[SingPassBoost] 41 5 41 5 43 5 43 5

[CascBoost] 55 14 56 45 56 12 53 11

[CascBoostHier] 91 40 91 40 91 40 91 41

Table 1: Results of the boosted clustering for four resolutions of reference meshM?: M?
3,

M?
2, M?

1 and M?
0 (see Figure 17): average of the percentage of kept profiles (%) and

average number of modes per dataset (K). The three versions of the boosted clustering

are tested: single pass boosted clustering [SingPassBoost], cascading boosted clustering

[CascBoost], and cascading boosted clustering with a model order selection based on a

hierarchical approach [CascBoostHier].

been evaluated for the three versions of the boosted clustering presented in

section 3.3 : single pass boosted clustering, the cascading boosted clustering

and the cascading boosted clustering with a model order selection based on

a hierarchical approach.

From this table, it is clear that the single pass clustering has a stable

number of modes through all resolutions but is very limited in terms of

appearance description since with very few modes it can localize only around

42% of the intensity profiles per datasets. The cascading boosted clustering

performs a bit better in terms of segmentation ability (with around 55 % of

kept profiles) but is not stable accross mesh resolutions with 11 ≤ K ≤ 45.

Finally, the cascading clustering with a hierarchical approach leads to much

better results with a stable number of classes accross resolutions (K ≈ 40)

and excellent segmentation performances with nearly 91% of kept profiles.
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5.3. Segmentation results

The initialization is the first step of any explicit model-based segmenta-

tion procedure. The mesh may be approximately initialized into the image

because many structures of interest have a shape and location into the body

that are well known. In the literature, different initialization techniques have

been proposed, depending on the model used [27, 22, 44, 19].

In our case, the ground truth binary segmentation of 12 liver meshes from

our database was first meshed with the Marching Cubes algorithm [30] and

then the reference mesh was non-rigidly deformed onto that mesh with a

mesh-to-mesh registration based on currents [24, 46]. The initialization for

the segmentation was obtained by computing the optimal similarity trans-

formation (in the least-square sense) between the reference mesh and the

deformed reference mesh, knowing the point correspondence between the

two meshes (see an illustration in Figure 18).

To model the regional appearance around livers, intensity profiles extend-

ing from 9 mm inward to 6 mm outward are sampled every mm for every

ground truth liver mesh of our database. These profile parameters are chosen

because they have been successfully used for liver segmentation in the litera-

ture [27]. Then, intensity profiles are classified using spectral clustering and

the eigengap heuristic is used to automatically select the number of modes

(i.e. after the extraction of 20 top eigenvectors whose eigenvalues are used

by the eigengap heuristic). Finally, the classification associated with each

mesh is optimized using the boosted clustering with a hierarchical approach

and projected on reference mesh M?.

However, the classification associated with each of those 12 livers is not
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included into both the MPAM and PCAP (i.e. using a Leave-One-Out cross

validation), so that external forces coupled with this initialization stage are

fully studied without bias (i.e. without using appearance information from

the datasets that are segmented). We use the different combinations of ap-

pearance priors and similarity measures that gave the best results in our

experiments, namely MPAM with Mahalanobis distance, PCAP with sum of

absolute differences (PCAP+diff), PCAP with linear criterion (PCAP+line)

and PCAP with ratio on eigenvalues R = 0.9 (PCAP+maha). Mean and

standard deviation of segmentation results assessed with ASSD, VOE, MSD

and SRVD [26] may be found in Table 2.

For both MPAM and PCAP, internal forces are generated using the shape

memory associated with simplex meshes [36], which is a very basic shape prior

that we used to focus on the external forces generated from our appearance

model. The deformations used for segmentation are performed in 100 itera-

tions, the strength of both internal and external forces are set to α = 0.3 and

β = 0.1, respectively, and mesh rigidity is set to η = 10. Those segmentation

parameters have been chosen because they give reasonable results in terms

of mesh regularity in our experiments.

Results assessed by ASSD, VOE and MSD in Table 2 show that our

MPAM outperforms the PCAP, despite having fewer modes (i.e. K = 1250

for MPAM whereas N = 7586 for PCAP). SRVD seems to indicate that all

methods slightly undersegment, which is probably due to the influence of the

larger inner part of the profile compared to its outer part, i.e. profiles are

extending from 9 mm inward to 6 mm outward. Also, the inner part of the

liver (i.e. the parenchyma) features a less variance, which makes it more
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 18: Registration of reference mesh M? (N = 7586 vertices) towards four liver

meshes {(a),(b),(c),(d)} using a similarity transformation. Results are depicted at mesh

(top) and image (bottom) level. Original reference mesh is in green, target liver mesh in

red and registered reference mesh in blue.

discriminant. For more information about the segmentation results, we refer

the reader to [10].

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the construction of Multimodal Prior Appear-

ance Models (MPAM) from the regional clustering of intensity profiles as a

novel way to model the appearance around structures of interest in medical

images. The clustering is considered as regional because intensity profiles

are classified for each mesh, and not for each vertex (i.e. over a popula-

tion of meshes). Unlike PCA-based methods that need an accurate point

correspondence, our approach creates modes without requiring an accurate

pointwise registration. This is because the statistical analysis of appearance

is performed at each mesh, and not at each point. One advantage of this
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ASSD [mm] VOE [%] MSD [mm] SRVD [%]

[MPAM+maha] 2.24 ± 1.08 12.99 ± 5.04 25.74 ± 8.85 -5.66 ± 5.59

[PCAP+diff] 3.74 ± 1.56 20.53 ± 7.17 31.74 ± 7.00 -6.20 ± 11.5

[PCAP+line] 4.14 ± 1.43 22.24 ± 5.76 33.26 ± 7.13 -1.52 ± 6.78

[PCAP+maha] 4.14 ± 1.07 22.76 ± 4.52 29.90 ± 6.58 -2.00 ± 11.7

Table 2: Mean ± STD of the segmentation results performed on 12 livers and assessed

with ASSD, VOE, MSD and SRVD when using MPAM and PCAP with different simi-

larity measures: MPAM with Mahalanobis distance (MPAM+maha), PCAP with sum of

absolute differences (PCAP+diff), PCAP with linear criterion (PCA+line), and PCAP

with ratio on eigenvalues R = 0.9 (PCAP+maha).

feature is that a meaningful MPAM may be built with very few datasets

(in fact one dataset suffices), which makes it well suited for a bootstrapping

strategy. Since multimodal, the MPAM is able to cope with large variations

of appearance including pathologies. This is not the case with PCA-based

methods, which rely on the hypothesis that the probability density function

is well described by one single Gaussian distribution. As we explained, this

hypothesis is often violated by the presence of pathologies but also by the

fact that shape is not necessarily correlated with appearance.

To classify intensity profiles, we proposed to perform spectral clustering.

To do so, we explained how to transform intensity profiles (i.e. original

data points) into vertices of a similarity graph using a similarity function,

which leads to an affinity matrix. In fact, the new representation of data

points used by spectral clustering comes from top eigenvectors extracted

from this affinity matrix and we explained how to use sparse matrices to deal

with high resolution meshes. To automatically determine the number of top
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eigenvectors, we described the eigengap heuristic. Finally, the classical EM

algorithm is used with those top eigenvectors as input data and we proposed

to initialize centers with the Gray code to deal with similar eigenvalues. From

our experiments, we noticed that spectral clustering is much more faster than

original EM algorithm. This is because model order selection is not launched

for every possible K, but performed once using the eigengap heuristic. Also,

the use of sparse matrices makes the spectral clustering faster.

To improve MPAM for segmentation purposes, we presented regional ex-

ternal forces based on the boosted clustering. In addition to learning appear-

ance through datasets, the boosted clustering tunes the clustering of profiles

during an iterative local search, which provides some guarantee about the

boundary localization by the profile modes. During this iterative procedure,

the spectral clustering and a hierarchical approach are used by the cascading

boosted clustering to optimize the classification of profiles. We presented a

localization criterion to decide whether the clustering associated to a vertex

is able to localize well the boundary along the profile. If not, the profile

associated to the vertex is rejected and possibly clustered at a next iteration.

At the end of the iterative procedure, if the cascading boosted clustering

is still not able to localize well the boundary along corresponding profiles,

associated vertices are considered as outliers. The objective is to avoid their

influence during the segmentation. Finally, all mesh instances are projected

on a common reference framework.

Segmentation results from comparative tests on liver profiles show that

our MPAM outperforms PCAP despite the fact that fewer profile modes

are used. However, these comparative tests were done using only external
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forces (internal forces were generated using simple shape priors, i.e. shape

memory associated with simplex meshes). The results of a large number

of segmentation methods applied on the same public database have been

published after the MICCAI 2007 Grand Challenge workshop [26]. Though

our results lie in the same range of these methods (i.e. ASSD = 2.24 mm

∈ [0.8, 3.6], VOE = 12.99 % ∈ [5.2, 14.3] and MSD = 25.74 mm ∈ [15.7,

49.2]), our approach does not perform the best because our appearance prior

is not combined with strong shape priors. The next step of this work would

be to test our proposed MPAM when combined with robust shape priors,

e.g. using a statistical analysis of shape based on PCA [27, 43].
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